We present a Fourier transform (Fr) spectrometer that is suitable for real-time spectral analysis in fluorescence imagmg and flow cytometry. The instrument consists of (i) a novel type of interferometer that can be modulated at frequencies of up to 100 kHz and has a high light throughput; and (ii) a dedicated, parallel array processor for the realtime computation of spectral parameters. The data acquisition array processor can be programmed by a host computer to perform any desired linear transform on the interferogram and can thus separate contributions from multiple fluorochromes with overlapping emission specira. We describe optics configurations for use in both flow cytomeiry and fluorescence microscopy. The integration of a flow cytometer and a spectral imaging fluorescence microscope is discussed, and the concepts of direct and reversed "virtual sorting" are introduced.
INTRODUCTION
The spectral analysis of the fluorescence emitted by cells and cell organelles is fundamental to analysis in both fluorescence flow cytometry and fluorescence microscopy. Indeed, most fluorescence analysis applications require that the total fluorescence emitted by a particle in flow or by a pixel in the microscopy specimen be resolved into contributions from several emission spectra, which can be either the characteristic spectra of several simultaneous fluorochromes, or the modified spectra of a metachromatic fluorochrome. Although conventional systems used in biological applications perform a coarse spectral analysis by dividing the spectrum into a few spectral channels, performing a finer spectral analysis by means of monochromators or polychromators has been attempted, with moderate success, even on flow instruments '. 2 We show in this article that Fourier transform spectrometry, which was originally introduced as a solution to the detector noise problem in far infrared spectrometers and is currently being applied to spectral analysis in many spectral regions 4 , offers the light throughput, spectral resolution, speed of analysis, and flexibiity, required for fluorescence analysis in both flow and imaging instruments An FT spectrometer consists of an interferometer that encodes the spectral information into an intensity distribution that varies as a function of time or position and a computer that extracts the spectral information from this distribution. Although the use of Fl' spectrometers in flow or imaging instruments is desirable because of their high light throughput, the speed at which they usually acquire and analyze spectral data makes them unsuitable for such applications. In order to bring the speed of acquisition of multiple spectral parameters to levels compatible with flow cytometric analysis and image acquisition, we approached the speed limitations of FT spectrometers in new ways : (i) we developed a novel interferometer 6 that has no moving parts and can thus be modulated at high frequencies; and (ii) we developed a data acquisition array processor ' that can process in real time the high-frequency interferograms produced by the interferometer. As will be shown in what follows, the use of real-time digital signal processing is particularly useful in flow and imaging applications in which multiple fluorochromes with overlapping emission spectra are being used and in which the contributions of the individual fluorochroines, rather than the total emission spectra, are of interest. Furthermore, by virtue of the numerical, rather than the optical, spectral analysis they perform, FT flow and imaging instruments can be integrated from the point of view of data analysis and instrument setup. By sharing data and configuration information, integrated FT flow cytometers and fluorescence microscopes can use morphological information in the interpretation of population data ("virtual sorting') and population-level information in the quantitation of morphologies within populations ("reversed virtual sorting").
THE B1REFRTNGENT INTERFEROMETER
The birefringent interferometer ( Fig. 1) consists of a birefringent modulator placed between two polarizers. The polarizers can be either parallel or perpendicular (see below), and the principal axes of the modulator are at 45°rela-five to the polarizers. This optical system, previously used as an intensity modulator for monochromatic light, can be shown to be an interferometer, the stroke length of which depends on the maximum birefringence attained by the birefringent modulator. A multiple window. photoelastic modulator was found to achieve birefringence levels that lead to useful spectral resolution when used in an F!' spectrometer.
If 1 is the thickness of the birefringent modulator and o is the angular frequency of the incident light, the phase difference, A4, introduced by the modulator between the x and y components of the electric vector is A4 = ol/c p,t, where c is the vacuum speed of light, and j.t = n, -fly. If we. define light intensity as I = < El2>, where the angular brackets denote the time average, then it can be shown that, for optical elements onented as in Fig. 1 , and for unpolarized mcident light of intensity L, the output intensity is given by I =
If polarizer P2 is a polarizing beam splitten, then output intensities corresponding to both parallel and crossed polarizers can be measured simultaneously (see below). As the intensity in the output that comesponds to crossed polarizers is = I,j4 For polychmomatic incident light with intensity spectrum L(w) , the output intensity becomes For photoelastic modulators, the birefningence is a harmonic function of time, p.t =m sin co0t, where o is the angulam frequency at which the modulators are driven, and m is the maximum value of ji. Therefore, the transforms (la, lb) can be rewritten as Most commercial birefringent modulators are designed to be used for modulating the intensity of monochromatic light. As such, the retardation amplitude they achieve is typically of the order of 2./2 at some operating light frequency, w. Under these conditions, the resulting relative spectral resolution is only &ilw = 1, which is not useful for spectral analysis. Although photoelastic modulators can be driven to higher retardation amplitudes, useful spectral resolutions can only be achieved by using modulators with multiple windows. An Fr spectrometer employing three such windows is shown in Fig.3 . The three-window photoelastic modulator, which runs at 85 kHz, was built by Hinds International, Portland, OR. The use of polarizing beam splitter 7 allows a wavelength calibration beam from a low- 6 -long pass optical filter; 7, 9 -polarizing beam splitters; 8 -birefringent modulators; 10, 1 1 -focusing lenses; 12, 13 -pinholes; 14, 15-photomultipliers.
power HeNe laser to be introduced into the interferometer. A polarizing beam splitter, 9, in the output of the interferometer allows two signals to be measured. These correspond, respectively, to parallel and crossed orientations of 
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING AND SIGNAL PROCESSING ELECTRONICS
The transform in (2b) can be wriuen in Channel 1 discrete form as I'll = (4) where I' is the computed (sampled) spec- converter; M-A -multiplier-adder; RAM -random access memory. Fig.4 . Each processing channel of the array processor corresponds to one sampled value of the spectrum. The incoming interferogram is convened into a data stream by a free-running analog-to-digital converter (ADC -TDC1007, TRW), and the data are broadcast on the "Data In" bus. The ADC is strobed by a clock, which is phase locked to the photoelastic modulator driver, and which multiplies the driving frequency, con, by a number that determines the number of interferogram samples per modulator period (typically 100-fold frequency multiplication, for a strobe frequency 8.5 MHz). The same strobe signal drives a counter (address generator) that indexes the interferogram samples. The counter is reset by the phase reference signal, and thus the sample index returns to zero during each period of the modulator. The indices are broadcast on the "Index" bus.
Each processing channel consists of a multiplier-adder (TDC1008, TRW) and random access memory (RAM). The coefficients for each sampled value of the computed spectrum (the corresponding row of B) are stored in RAM.
Each channel of the array processor receives a sequence of sampled values of the interferogram and the corresponding sample indices. The index is used to address the RAM, which presents a coefficient B to one input of the multiplieradder, while the other input receives the corresponding mterferogram sample. For each period of the clock, the interferogram sample is multiplied by a transform coefficient, and the product is added to an internal register. Thus, each channel computes one sampled value, I's, as the interferogram is being acquired. It should be pointed out that the transform matrix, B, which is programmed into the array processor memory, is not limited to the discrete version of the transform kernel in (2b). As discussed in Section 4, other transform matrices may be used for the real-time computation of different sets of spectral parameters.
The array processor is controlled by a host computer (not shown in Fig. 4) , which downloads the transform coefficients to the processor channels and reads, over the "Data Out" bus, the computed values of the spectrum. The results of the computations can also be read from the "Data Out" bus by other devices, such as data-storage and sort-control devices in flow cytometers and frame buffers in imaging instruments. This local data transfer can take place without the intervention of the host computer, thus ensuring a very high data throughput.
MODES OF ANALYSIS
We have already described the spectral analysis mode, in which the array processor channels compute, in parallel, a discretely sampled light spectrum. In this mode, the processor channels are programmed to have adjacent bandpass spectral characteristics. This mode of' analysis is illustrated in Fig.5 , where interferograms and the corresponding spectra are shown for monochromatic light and for the fluorescence of cells stained with propidiurn iodide. However, in most biological applications, it is not the fluorescence spectrum that is of interest, but rather the contributions of a given set of fluorochromes to the total fluorescence . Given a set of N simultaneous fluorochromes with normalized, sampled emission spectra, s = (sm), and with emission intensities ;, the total fluorescence where M is the number of sampled values of the spectra. Equation (5a) can be rewritten in vector form as S = Su (5b) where s and a are the column vectors representing the total spectrum and the individual fluorochrome intensities, and S is the M by N matrix containing the fluorochrome spectra as its columns. Because, in general, the fluorochrome spectra, S, are known, and the total emission spectrum, s, can be determined by the FT spectrometer, the individual fluorochrome intensities, a, can be obtained by solving Eq. (5b). The solution can be shown to be cx = 5' S (5c) where S' = (STS)1 ST, with 5T being the transposed of the matrix S. The same problem can be similarly formulated in the interferogram, rather than the spectrum, domain. In the interferogram domain, the equations equivalent to Eqs. In practical terms, the base spectra used for resolving the total fluorescence can be acquired by the spectrometer or can be read from a data base, following which the host computer forms the spectral matrix, S, and computes its interferogram domain equivalent, W. Alternatively, the instrument can acquire base interferograms (for example, interferograins for individual fluorochromes) and form the matrix W directly. The host computer then computes the matrix W', following which the N rows of W' are stored in N channels of the array processor. This ensures that, during the acquisition of the interferogram, each channel will compute one coefficient ;. Such a mode of analysis is illustrated in Fig.6 . The emission spectra of polystyrene microspheres stained with either fluorescein or propidium iodide were acquired by the VF flow cytometer. The two emission spectra are shown in Fig. 6a , together with the optimal spectral characteristics computed by the host computer. These spectral characteristics are shown both in the spectrum and the in- the cluster analysis, the a mean spectra of the subpopulations can be computed and FigUre 7 . Analysis in terms of mean spectra of spectral clusters: mean spectra subsequently used as base and optimum spectral characteristics (a), and scattergram for the same microspectra. This is an "adaptive" sphere mixture used in the cluster analysis (b). mode of operation, in which the instrument programs itself automatically to enhance the differences in the spectral properties of the subpopulations in a given sample. Such a mode of analysis is illustrated in Fig.7 . The same fluorescein and propidium iodide stained microspheres were used in this experiment. However, instead of analyzing each type of microsphere to obtam fluoroclirorne base spectra, the instrument analyzed a mixture of microsphere and then performed a cluster analysis on the spectra of 100 particles. The mean spectra of the two largest clusters were taken as base spectra (Fig. 7a) , and the array processor was programmed accordingly. The scauergram in Fig. lb was obtained by analyz- ing the same mixture of microspheres. It can be clearly seen that the two spectrally distinct types of microspheres appeared indeed as well separated clusters in the scauergram.
C-
Finally, the base spectra (or interferograms) used in the spectral analysis of fluorescence need not be the emission spectra of individual fluorochromes. For example, when using metachrornatic fluorochromes, one can use a set of characteristic emission spectra for each such fluorochrome as base spectra . Consequently, the spectral parameters computed by the array processor will provide a "meaningful" description of the state of the metachromatic fluorochromes in each cell or in each pixel, while also possibly reducing the amount of spectral data to be stored and analyzed. .;. 
SPECTRAL FLUORESCENCE IMAGING
The real4ime FT spectrometer can be used both in flow cytometers and imaging systems. Although the large useful apertures of photoelastic modulators allow them to be used in conventional imaging systems, such an approach to spectral imaging requfres a fast response, position-sensitive detector, such as an image dissector. Furthermore, the phase difference introduced by the interferometer would depend on the direction of the light rays passing through the modulator, and, thus, the coefficients of the transform would depend on the position of the pixel being analyzed. A more practical approach is to incorporate the spectrometer into a laser-scanned fluorescence imaging system, where a photomultiplier can be used for detection, and where light rays follow the same path through the modulator, regardless of the position of the sample volume being analyzed. A block diagram of an imaging system incorporating a realtime FT spectrometer is shown in Fig. 8 , which also includes, for comparison purposes, the block diagram of the conesponding flow instrument (Fig. 8a) . One can see that the interferometer, including the detector, replaces the photomultiplier normally present in a laser-scan microscope. From the point of view of the electronics, the only differences between the flow and imaging systems are the following: (i) the data-storage and sort-control electronics that receive the output of the array processor in the flow system are now replaced by a bank of frame buffers, each of them connected to the output of a processing channel; and (ii) the control logic ("CLOCK" in Fig.8 ) controls the scanner driver circuits. The image acquisition and processing system described in Fig. 8 can generate concurrently multiple images, each enhanced for a particular emission spectrum. The spectral analysis time for each pixel remains, as in the case of the flow system, independent of the number of spectral parameters and, therefore, of the number of enhanced images that are being processed. This analysis time has, for the actual system described in this article, a minimum value of less than 3.2 ps. In addition to the modes of analysis described in the previous section, one can envisage a mode that is specific to imaging applications and which takes advantage of the morphological information that may be present in images that have not been spectrally enhanced. Thus, if a morphologically interesting structure has been detected either by an image processing system or by the operator, the average spectrum of that structure can be used as a base spectrum, and an image enhanced for that particular spectrum can be generated. The spectrally enhanced image may reveal other similar morphological structures that were not apparent in the original image, or it may also reveal structures that are spectrally, but not morphologically, related. 
THE INTEGRATION OF FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS BY FL 1W AND IMAGING
The instruments shown in Fig. 8 share not only the spectrometer optics and electronics, but also the basic modes of analysis and the format of the data (base spectra) used to program them. If a communication channel is established be. tween the two instruments (for example, by having the same CPU control both instruments, or by having multiple CPUs on the same backplane), then these instruments can cooperate in the following ways: (i) base spectra for resolv ing total cell/pixel fluorescence can be shared; and (ii) the spectral data obtained by one instrument can be used to pro. gram the other. Indeed, if the analysis of a cell suspension reveals the existence of a spectrally distinct subpopulation, then the average spectrum for that population can be transferred to the spectral imaging microscope, where it can be used to enhance the image of whole cells or morphological details that have the same spectral properties. Conversely, the average spectrum of a whole cell of interest, or that of a particular morphological detail, can be transferred to the flow instrument, where it can be used to identify and quantitate cell subpopulations with the same spectral properties.
The integration of flow and imaging at the level of the spectral analysis parameters creates a direct connection between population data and high-resolution morphological information at the level of the single cell. Such a connection simplifies the interpretation of multiparameter population data in a manner that is similar to the sorting of subpopula.. lions, followed by microscopic observation. This "virtual sorting" of cells only requires the recovery and analysis of data, while providing the same correlated information normally provided by physical sorting. The converse process, which could be called "reversed virwal sorting" and which has no equivalent in conventional flow and imaging analysis, allows morphologically distinct cell types to be rapidly identified and quantitated in large cell samples.
7, CONCLUSIONS
The birefringent modulator, in conjunction with a real-time, parallel signal processor, can be used successfully as the basis of a fast Fr spectrometer that is suitable for flow cytometry applications. With simple modifications, the same device can be used for single pixel spectral analysis in a laser-scan fluorescence microscope.
The EF spectrometer described in this article combines high-speed spectral analysis with a high degree of flexibility in the choice of spectral parameters. Furthermore, redefining the spectral parameters is no longer an operation that involves choosing and replacing optical filters, but, like other aspects of the operation of the instrument, is a purely numerical operation that can be completely automated. Further automation is possible in an integrated flow and imaging system, where direct and reversed virtual sorting allow data obtained by one type of instrument to be used directly in the interpretation of the data obtained by the other.
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